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�́̿ɟ́̿Ɏڂǵ˱Ɏڂ�ɂ˅˱́ˍɟɎʄɟ˪ɟ˱ͮ͝
2020 was a year like no other as the pandemic changed many aspects of our lives. 
In a sense, that made early 2021 an ideal time to ask the question: how would you 
address some of the biggest challenges in Asia in the coming decade? In January 2021, 
the Asia Business Council joined hands with Nikkei Asia and the Blavatnik School of 
Government at the University of Oxford to launch the Asia’s Challenge 2030 Global 
Essay Competition, open to students aged 18-22 anywhere in the world. 

Given the many obstacles facing young people pursuing their studies during a 
global pandemic, we did not know how many essays we would receive. Yet we were 
ĢĿťũāŭŭāù�ðƘ�ŶĞŋŽėĞŶĕŽķ�ŭŽðĿĢŭŭĢŋłŭ�ĕũŋĿ�ŽłĢƑāũŭĢŶĢāŭ�Öóũŋŭŭ��ŭĢÖ�Öłù�Öŭ�ĕÖũ�ÖƩāķù�
Öŭ� !ÖķĢĕŋũłĢÖ� Öłù� dŋłùŋł̍�Âā� ťŋũāù� ŋƑāũ� āŭŭÖƘŭ� ŋł� ŶŋťĢóŭ� ũÖłėĢłė� ĕũŋĿ� ÖũŶĢƩóĢÖķ�
intelligence and aquaculture to smart cities and virus sequencing and learned a lot 
in the process.

¦Ğā�āŭŭÖƘŭ� ũāƪāóŶ� Ö�ėāłāũÖŶĢŋł� ŶĞÖŶ� Ģŭ� ÖŭĴĢłė�ĞÖũù�ŨŽāŭŶĢŋłŭ�ÖðŋŽŶ� ŶĞā� óĞÖķķāłėāŭ�
facing Asian societies and optimistic about the prospects for creating a better world 
through new modes of doing business and innovative approaches to policymaking.
 
Young people from Asia are increasingly globally aware. They want policymakers to 
adopt international best practices in public health and environmental protection, 
āŭťāóĢÖķķƘ� Ģł� ÖũāÖŭ� ķĢĴā� ŭŽŭŶÖĢłÖðķā�ƩłÖłóā� Öłù�ĿāłŶÖķ�ĞāÖķŶĞ� ÖƒÖũāłāŭŭ̍��ŽŶ� ŶĞāƘ�
reject the uncritical adoption of Western models, from urban design to economic 
development. Many call for a celebration of their unique national and regional 
identities, whether through locally inspired architectural designs or the increased 
representation of indigenous perspectives. 

Participants in the Economy, Trade, and Finance category want to improve existing 
economic models so that a balance is struck between economic growth and a fairer, 
more sustainable, and more stable world.

In the Public Health and the Natural Environment category, respondents called for 
ĞŋķĢŭŶĢó�ÖťťũŋÖóĞāŭ�Ŷŋ�ĞāÖķŶĞ̍�!ŋłóāũłŭ�ÖðŋŽŶ�ĿāłŶÖķ�ƒāķķłāŭŭ�ũāƪāóŶ�ŶĞā�ťũāŭŭŽũāŭ�
brought about by increasingly competitive academic and professional environments, 
while essays about communications and interpersonal relationships demonstrate 
the desire for a more intentional focus on modeling healthy relationships. Still 
other submissions addressed the existential crisis posed by climate change and the 
complicated web of interrelated challenges, from plastic waste to fossil fuel use. 
Proposed solutions range from changes in consumer behavior to an entirely new 
model of development. 

Rł�ŶĞā�!ĢŶĢāŭ�Öłù�ũðÖł�'āƑāķŋťĿāłŶ�óÖŶāėŋũƘ̇�ŶĞā�āŭŭÖƘŭ�ƒā�ũāóāĢƑāù�ũāƪāóŶāù�Ö�ùāŭĢũā�
ĕŋũ�ŭĿÖũŶāũ̇�Ŀŋũā�ƒÖķĴÖðķā̇�óķĢĿÖŶā�ũāŭĢķĢāłŶ�óĢŶĢāŭ̇�Öłù�ŽũðÖł�āłƑĢũŋłĿāłŶŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�ũāƪāóŶ�
their unique local character.  Whether as consumers, as employees, or as entrepreneurs 
themselves, this younger generation will demand that businesses and governments 
ÖùŋťŶ�ŭŽŭŶÖĢłÖðķā�ťũÖóŶĢóāŭ�Öłù�Ŀŋùāŭ�ŋĕ�ŋťāũÖŶĢŋł�ŶĞÖŶ�ðāłāƩŶ�ŶĞāĢũ�óŋĿĿŽłĢŶĢāŭ̍�
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This global essay competition would not have been possible without the support of 
the former and current Chairmen of the Asia Business Council, Lim Boon Heng of 
Temasek and Daniel Tsai of Fubon Group. We are also indebted to Vice-chairman Tak 
Niinami of Suntory Group and Council Trustee Nazir Razak of Ikhlas Capital, who 
made key introductions to Nikkei Asia and the Blavatnik School.

Special thanks must also go to Shigasaburo Okumura and Daisuke Akazawa, Editor-
in-chief and Chief Producer of Nikkei Asia, and Ngaire Woods and Luna Sidhu, 
Founding Dean and Director of Development of the Blavatnik School, for making this 
competition possible.

We would also like to thank our judges who generously volunteered their time and energy. 

Economy, Trade, and Finance category:
• Nobuyoshi John Ehara, Co-founder, Unison Capital
• Emily Jones, Associate Professor, Blavatnik School of Government
• Katsuhiko Hara, Chief Desk Editor, Nikkei Asia

Public Health and the Natural Environment category:
• George Tahija, Principal, PT Austindo Nusantara Jaya Tbk 
•  Maya Tudor, Associate Professor, Blavatnik School of Government
• Futoshi Kuwamoto, Business & Market News Editor, Nikkei Asia

Cities and Urban Development category:
• Zhang Xin, Founder and CEO, SOHO China
• Sir Paul Collier, Professor, Blavatnik School of Government 
• Shin Nakayama, News Editor, Nikkei Asia

Finally, we would like to acknowledge the assistance of Ashleigh Au of SOHO China 
Scholarships and Ruth Collier of Oxford University in publicizing the contest. 

There is no doubt that this generation will be profoundly shaped by the experience 
of living through the world-altering events of 2020 during their formative years. But 
most essays took the longer view instead of focusing solely on the pandemic, looking 
ahead to the challenges of the next decade and beyond. Policymakers and business 
leaders around the world should take note of their ideas as this young generation 
óŋĿāŭ�ŋĕ�Öėā�Öłù�ðāėĢłŭ�Ŷŋ�ķāÖù�ķŋóÖķ�Öłù�ĢłŶāũłÖŶĢŋłÖķ�ùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶ�Ģł�ĿŽķŶĢťķā�Ʃāķùŭ̍

Pauline Yeung
Program Director
Asia Business Council

Colleen Howe
Program Associate
Asia Business Council
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Matthew FloresڂԻŴʎʡˍʡ̵̵ʡ˱ɟ͝Գ
Ateneo de Manila University
Indigenous Cities: Reframing Modernity and Our Cities

Rya Jetha Իƣ˱ʡͮɟɎڂƉͮǵͮɟ͝Գ
Pomona College
Reinventing the Asian Megacity: Absorbing Climate Change with Sponge Design

Ranita Ma Tsz Yu Ի ́˱ʄڂČ́˱ʄڂƉ�żԼ
Chinese University of Hong Kong
DũŋĿ�Ö�!ĢŶƘ̟ŭóÖķā��āÖŽŶƘ��ÖėāÖłŶ�Ŷŋ�Ö�!ŋłŶĢłāłŶ̟ƒĢùā�'ĢƑāũŭĢƩāù�FÖķķāũƘ

Ashley Faith Santoso ԻÄ˱Ɏ́˱ɟ͝ʡǵԳ
Atma Jaya Catholic University of Indonesia
¦Ğā�pāėķāóŶāù�1ƦāóŶŭ�ŋĕ�Fāłùāũ̟ðÖŭāù�ÁĢŋķāłóā�ŶŋƒÖũùŭ�`ÖĴÖũŶÖ̪ŭ�ũðÖł�ÂÖķĴÖðĢķĢŶƘ

Hanun Thalia ԻÄ˱Ɏ́˱ɟ͝ʡǵԳ
Universitas Indonesia
bŋĿ�Öŭ�Ö��ŶũÖŶāėƘ�Ŷŋ�RĿťũŋƑā�DÖĿĢķƘ�!ŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋłŭ

Yao Yuanchen ԻHʎʡ˱ǵԳ
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
māāŶĢłė�ŶĞā�!ĞÖķķāłėā�ŋĕ��ķÖŭŶĢó�ÂÖŭŶā��āóƘóķĢłė�Ģł�`ÖťÖł�Öłù�!ĞĢłÖ

Suzu Yokoyama Իćǵ̵ǵ˱Գ
Tsuda University
¦ÖóĴķĢłė�łũāÖķĢŭŶĢó��āÖŽŶƘ��ŶÖłùÖũùŭ�Ģł�`ÖťÖł�Öłù��ŋŽŶĞ�bŋũāÖ

Krati Gupta ԻÄ˱ɎʡǵԳ
Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law
¦Ğā�¦Ğũāā��ĢķķÖũ�mŽķŶĢ̟�ŶÖĴāĞŋķùāũ��ťťũŋÖóĞ�Ŷŋ��āŭťŋłŭĢðķā�DĢłÖłóĢłė̆�

�ùùũāŭŭĢłė��ŭĢÖ̪ŭ�Challenges in the “Decade of Action”

Chloris Jiaqi KangڂԻƉʡ˱ʄǵ̵́̿ɟԳ
National University of Singapore
�ũĢƑÖŶā�mŋłāƘ�ĕŋũ�ŶĞā��ŽðķĢó�Fŋŋù�̞�

łķŋóĴĢłė��ũĢƑÖŶā�1ŨŽĢŶƘ�ĕŋũ��ŭĢÖ̪ŭ��ŽŭŶÖĢłÖðķā�DĢłÖłóā

Henry Michael Mayhew Իƣ˱ʡͮɟɎڂČʡ˱ʄɎ́˪Գ
University College London
�ŭĢÖł�!āłŶũÖķ��ÖłĴ�mÖłùÖŶāŭ̆�ÂĞÖŶ�ÖðŋŽŶ�1ŨŽÖķĢŶƘ̎

Economy, Trade, and Finance

Public Health and the Natural Environment

Cities and Urban Development

�ǵ̿ɎՈʡ˱˱ʡ˱ʄڂ^͝͝ǵΰ͝
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Č́˪ƣڂǵ͝ڂǵڂƉͮ̿ǵͮɟʄΰڂ́ͮڂÄ˪̵̿́Ξɟڂ
�ǵ˪ʡˍΰڂH́˪˪ͽ˱ʡɂǵͮʡ́˱͝

Public Health and the Natural Environment

Hanun Thalia ԻÄ˱Ɏ́˱ɟ͝ʡǵԳ
Universitas Indonesia

Background
Families are the smallest unit and the main pillars of society and the nation. The role of 
ĕÖĿĢķĢāŭ�Ģŭ�ŭŋ�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�ŶĞÖŶ�ŶĞā�ĕŋũĿāũ�p��āóũāŶÖũƘ�FāłāũÖķ�Ģł�ˑˏːˏ�ŭŶÖŶāù�ŶĞÖŶ�̦ŶĞā�
very achievement of development goals depends on how well families are empowered 
to contribute to the achievement of those goals. Thus, policies focusing on improving 
ŶĞā�ƒāķķ̟ðāĢłė� ŋĕ� ĕÖĿĢķĢāŭ� Öũā� óāũŶÖĢł� Ŷŋ� ðāłāƩŶ� ùāƑāķŋťĿāłŶ̧̍� ÈāŶ̇� ÖóóŋũùĢłė� Ŷŋ� Ö�
number of newspaper and government reports, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has 
ũāŭŽķŶāù�Ģł�ĢłóũāÖŭāù�ĕÖĿĢķƘ�óŋłƪĢóŶŭ�ƒŋũķùƒĢùā̇�ŭŋĿā�ŋĕ�ƒĞĢóĞ�óÖł�āƑāł�ðā�óŋłŭĢùāũāù�
ƑĢŋķāłóā̍�Rł�RłùŋłāŭĢÖ̇�ĕŋũ�āƗÖĿťķā̇�ŨŽÖũũāķŭ�Öłù�ƩėĞŶŭ�ƒāũā�ŶĞā�ũāÖŭŋł�ĕŋũ�˔˗ͮ�ŋĕ�
ùĢƑŋũóā�óÖŭāŭ�Ʃķāù̇�ĿÖĴĢłė�ĢŶ�ŶĞā�ťũĢĿÖũƘ�ũāÖŭŋł�ĕŋũ�ùĢƑŋũóā�Ŷƒŋ�ƘāÖũŭ�Ģł�Ö�ũŋƒ̍

Effect of family conflicts on individuals and family members
A family�āłƑĢũŋłĿāłŶ�ƒĢŶĞ�óŋłŭŶÖłŶ�óŋłƪĢóŶ�ƒĢķķ�łŋŶ�ĕŽķƩķ�ðÖŭĢó�ťŭƘóĞŋķŋėĢóÖķ�łāāùŭ�
such as autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Therefore, individuals are unlikely 
to be able to satisfy the needs which are essential for psychological growth, integrity, 
and wellbeing. In addition, while there is evidence of the powerful consequences 
ŋĕ� ĕÖĿĢķƘ� ũāķÖŶĢŋłŭ� ŋł� ĢłùĢƑĢùŽÖķ� ĕŽłóŶĢŋłĢłė̇� łŋŶ� ŋłķƘ� ùŋāŭ� ĕÖĿĢķƘ� óŋłƪĢóŶ� ÖƦāóŶ�
adult individuals who are involved, but also children within that environment. 
Healthy family relations, marital relations, and parenting behaviors are conducive 
to well-functioning parents and children, while parental mental health problems, 
ĿÖũĢŶÖķ� óŋłƪĢóŶ̇� Öłù� ķŋƒ̟ŨŽÖķĢŶƘ� ťÖũāłŶĢłė� ùāŶāũĿĢłā� ùƘŭĕŽłóŶĢŋłŭ� Ģł� óĞĢķùũāł�
(e.g. low academic achievement and psychological problems). Research shows the 
impact of family breakdown can have a negative impact on children, both physically 
and psychologically, causing feelings of shame, sensitivity, low self-esteem, and 
withdrawal from the environment.

Communications failure as a source of conflict
Oftentimeṡ�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł�ĕÖĢķŽũāŭ�ðāóŋĿā�ŶĞā�ŭŋŽũóā�ŋĕ�óŋłƪĢóŶ̇�Öłù�āƑāł�ũāŭŽķŶ�Ģł�
Ŀŋũā�óŋłƪĢóŶ̍�¦ŋ�ŽłùāũŭŶÖłù�ŶĞā�ĢłƪŽāłóā�ŋĕ�ĕÖĿĢķƘ�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł�ŋł�ĕÖĿĢķƘ�óŋłƪĢóŶ̇�
there are two approaches proposed by Socha: (1) family communication plays a role in 
ĢłóũāÖŭĢłė�ťŋŭĢŶĢƑā�ĕÖĿĢķƘ�ĢłťŽŶ�̛ĕŋũ�āƗÖĿťķā̇�ĢłóũāÖŭĢłė�ÖƦāóŶĢŋł̇�óũāÖŶĢƑĢŶƘ̇�Ğŋťā̇�
and happiness), (2) the optimal conditions created by family communication facilitate 
the development of family potential as well as individual growth and development. 
Rłùāāù̇�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł�Ģł�ũāŭŋķƑĢłė�óŋłƪĢóŶŭ�Ģŭ�ŋłā�ŋĕ�ŶĞā�ĿŋŭŶ�ťũāŭŭĢłė�ťũŋðķāĿŭ�
that often occurs in relationships, with relationship therapists agreeing that 
ùƘŭĕŽłóŶĢŋłÖķ�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł�Ģŭ�ŶĞā�ĿŋŭŶ�ùÖĿÖėĢłė�Öłù�ùĢƧóŽķŶ�Ŷŋ�ŶũāÖŶ̍
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So, how can we improve communications within families?
I statement and Feedback Sandwich method in resolving communication issues. 
In these cases, Overall and McNutty suggested that direct communication that 
explicitly conveys problems to be addressed will be more successful than an indirect 
approach that may convey that changes are unnecessary and therefore fail to address 
the problem. Commonly recommended, the feedback sandwich is a method which 
ĢłƑŋķƑāŭ�ùāķĢƑāũĢłė�ĕāāùðÖóĴ�Ģł�Ö�ťÖũŶĢóŽķÖũ�ŋũùāũ̆�Ö�ťŋŭĢŶĢƑā�ŭŶÖŶāĿāłŶ�ÖðŋŽŶ�ŭťāóĢƩó�
behaviors the individual performed well, a corrective statement about behaviors the 
individual could change or improve, and an overall positive statement. The feedback 
sandwich has been adopted in a wide range of settings and professions (e.g. among 
physicians, nurses, coaches, educators, and managers). The method was endorsed as 
it enables individuals to send other individuals the message that they recognize their 
value while giving feedback. On the other hand, the I statement is a communication 
Ŷŋŋķ� Ģł�ƒĞĢóĞ� ŶĞā� ƩũŭŶ̟ťāũŭŋł� ťũŋłŋŽł� Ģŭ� Žŭāù� ̛ŽŭĢłė� ̦Ŗ� ĢłŭŶāÖù� ŋĕ� ̦ƘŋŽ̧̜� ŭŽóĞ�
as “I am bothered by your habit” rather than “You have a bad habit,” therefore 
reducing negativity and blame. The technique uses nonconfrontational methods to 
ũāŭŋķƑā�óŋłƪĢóŶ�Öłù�óÖł�ðā�Žŭāù�Ŷŋ�āŭŶÖðķĢŭĞ�ĿāÖłĢłėĕŽķ�ùĢÖķŋėŽāŭ�ŶĞÖŶ�Ğāķť�ĕŋŭŶāũ�Ö�
relationship of understanding.

Written tool to accommodate/facilitate communication
To understand the potential of text-based communication, we can look at two 
existing theories. The Hyperpersonal Model approach argued that interpersonal 
communication through text allows individuals to carefully construct messages, and 
attributions caused by those messages may be exaggerated in the absence of additional 
real-time visual and audio cues leading to hyperpersonal or enhanced impression. 
Backing this theory, studies have found that online content is better for increased 
ŭāķĕ̟āŭŶāāĿ̇� ĢłŶāũťāũŭŋłÖķ� ĢĿťũāŭŭĢŋłŭ̇� Öłù�ĿÖƘ�Öķŭŋ� ĢłƪŽāłóā� ĢĿťũāŭŭĢŋłŭ�ŋĕ� ŶĞā�
self. Another theory is the Internet-Enhanced Self-Disclosure (IESD) hypothesis 
which proposes that individuals often disclose more in text-based communication, 
which contributes to greater well-being. In support of this theory, studies have found 
ŶĞÖŶ�ťāŋťķā�ŋĕŶāł�ùĢŭóķŋŭā�Ŀŋũā�ŋłķĢłā�ŶĞÖł�ŋƨĢłā̵̍�bķŽóĴ�āŶ�Öķ̍�ĞÖƑā�Öķŭŋ�ĕŋŽłù�ŶĞÖŶ�
óŋłŶÖóŶ�ƑĢÖ�ŶāƗŶ̟ðÖŭāù�óĞÖłłāķŭ�ťŋŭĢŶĢƑāķƘ�ÖƦāóŶāù�ĕāāķĢłėŭ�ŋĕ�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ŭŽťťŋũŶ�Öłù�ķĢĕā�
ŭÖŶĢŭĕÖóŶĢŋł�Ģł�óŋĿťÖũĢŭŋł�Ŷŋ�ÖŽùĢŋ̟ƑĢŭŽÖķ�óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł̇�ƒĞĢóĞ�ĞÖù�łŋ�ŭĢėłĢƩóÖłŶ�
āƦāóŶ�ŋł�ŭŋóĢÖķ�óŋłłāóŶāùłāŭŭ�Öłù�ŭŋóĢÖķ�ŭŽťťŋũŶ̍� RłùĢƑĢùŽÖķŭ�ŭŶÖŶāù�ŶĞÖŶ� ŶĞāƘ�Žŭāù�
ŶāƗŶ̟ðÖŭāù�óĞÖłłāķŭ�Ŷŋ�āƦŋũŶķāŭŭķƘ�āƗóĞÖłėā�ťāũŭŋłÖķ�ĢłĕŋũĿÖŶĢŋł̍

KomU
Therefore, the author proposes KomU to improve family communications across 
RłùŋłāŭĢÖ̍�bŋĿ� Ģŭ� Ö� ťķÖŶĕŋũĿ� ŶĞÖŶ� ķāÖùŭ� āƦāóŶĢƑā� óŋĿĿŽłĢóÖŶĢŋł�ðÖŭāù�ŋł� ŶĞā�̦R�
statement” and “Sandwich Feedback” methods. The program drives family members 
to use the principles of “I statement” and “Sandwich Feedback” by providing a 
ŶāĿťķÖŶā�ŶĞā�ĿāĿðāũŭ�óÖł�Ʃķķ�Ŷŋ�ƑŋĢóā�ŶĞāĢũ�óŋłóāũł�Öłù�ŭāłù̍�Rĕ�ŶĞāƘ�ƒĢŭĞ̇�ŶĞāƘ�óÖł�
opt to send the form anonymously. The default frequency of KomU use is on a weekly 
basis to ensure the exchanging of communication by every family member without 
making it seem one-sided and to prevent excessive criticism. With such a system, 
KomU aims to facilitate communication between family members in a nonthreatening 
Öłù� óŋłŭŶũŽóŶĢƑā� ƒÖƘ� Ŷŋ� ťũāƑāłŶ� ĕÖĿĢķƘ� óŋłƪĢóŶŭ� Öłù� ťũŋĿŋŶā� ƒāķķ̟ðāĢłė̍� ¦Ğā�
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Do you understand her feeling and the change they wanted? 
(If yes, according to you what are they feeling and desiring?)

ÂĢŶĞŋŽŶ̵bŋĿ ÂĢŶĞ̵bŋĿ

schedule and anonymity options are determined by the family members and can only 
be changed with the approval of all members. KomU will be promoted through social 
media targeting youth and young parents and motivating them to use the KomU, 
which can be used online across devices, in the family. 

¦ŋ�ŶāŭŶ� ŶĞā�āƦāóŶ�ŋĕ�bŋĿ̇�ŶĞā�ÖŽŶĞŋũ�ùĢŭŶũĢðŽŶāù�Ö�ðũĢāĕ�ŨŽāŭŶĢŋłłÖĢũā�ƒĢŶĞ�bŋĿ�
samples. As a result, participants reported more positive feelings when presented 
with a KomU sample and were able to better recognize the feelings experienced by 
the other person as well as understanding the changes that were expected. Moreover, 
participants respond more positively to the KomU sample, reducing blank answers 
(choosing not to respond), avoidance to the problem, and blame.

ÂĞÖŶ̵Öũā̵ƘŋŽ̵ĕāāķĢłė̵Ģł�ŭŽóĞ�Ö̵ŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋł̎

ÂĢŶĞŋŽŶ̵bŋĿ ÂĢŶĞ̵bŋĿ

'ĢŭÖťťŋĢłŶāừ̵˓̜

Angry (4)

ťŭāŶ̵̛˕̜

�Öừ̵˕̜

�āėũāŶ̵̵̓ĕāāķĢłė̵ėŽĢķŶƘ̵̛˗̵̵̜

!ŋłĕŽŭāừ̵˔̜

Shame (1)

Tired (1)

pŋŶ̵ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋừ̵ː̜

pŋŶ̵!ŋĿĕŋũŶÖðķā̵̛ː̜

DāāķĢłė̵ķāĕŶ�ðāĞĢłừ̵ː̜

mŋũā̵óŋĿĕŋũŶÖðķā̵̵̓ŨŽĢāŶ̵̛ˏ̜

!Öł̵ðāŶŶāũ̵ŽłùāũŭŶÖłù�̓�

ùĢėāŭŶ�ŶĞā̵ŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋł̵̛ˏ̜

¦ŋŽóĞāừ̵ˏ̜

DāāķĢłė̵ĿŋƑāừ̵ˏ̜

Dāāķ̵ƑÖķŽāù̵̵̓ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋù̵̵̓ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋù̵ˏ̜

NÖťťƘ̵̛ˏ̜

Relief (0)

'ĢŭÖťťŋĢłŶāừ̵ˑ̜

Angry (1)

ťŭāŶ̵̛ː̜

�Öừ̵˓̜

�āėũāŶ̵̵̓ĕāāķĢłė̵ėŽĢķŶƘ̵̛˖̵̵̜

!ŋłĕŽŭāừ̵ˏ̜

Shame (0)

Tired (0)

pŋŶ̵ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋừ̵ˏ̜

pŋŶ̵!ŋĿĕŋũŶÖðķā̵̛ˏ̜

DāāķĢłė̵ķāĕŶ�ðāĞĢłừ̵ˏ̜

mŋũā̵óŋĿĕŋũŶÖðķā̵̵̓ŨŽĢāŶ̵̛˕̜

!Öł̵ðāŶŶāũ̵ŽłùāũŭŶÖłù̵̵̓ùĢėāŭŶ�

ŶĞā̵ŭĢŶŽÖŶĢŋł̵̛˒̜

¦ŋŽóĞāừ̵˒̜

DāāķĢłė̵ĿŋƑāừ̵ː̜

Dāāķ̵ƑÖķŽāù̵̵̓ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋù̵̵̓ŽłùāũŭŶŋŋừ̵ː˒̜

NÖťťƘ̵̛˒̜

Relief (5)

Èāŭ̵Öłù̵ŽłùāũŭŶÖłừ̵ˑˏ̵̜

Èāŭ̵ðŽŶ̵ùŋł̪Ŷ̵ŽłùāũŭŶÖłừ̵˗̜

pŋ̵̛˕̜

Èāŭ̵Öłù̵ŽłùāũŭŶÖłừ̵˒˒̵̜

Èāŭ̵ðŽŶ̵ùŋł̪Ŷ̵ŽłùāũŭŶÖłừ̵ˏ̜

pŋ̵̛ˏ̜
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After reading the message, what will your reply be?

ÂĢŶĞŋŽŶ̵bŋĿ ÂĢŶĞ̵bŋĿ

(Choose not to answer) (16)

Rėłŋũā̵̛ÂĞÖŶāƑāũ̵̵̇Ƙāŭ̜�̛˓̜

�ŭĴāù�ĕŋũ̵ĕŋũėĢƑāłāŭư̵̆˕̜

'āĕāłŭĢƑā̵̛ˑ̜

'āĿÖłùĢłė�Öł̵ĢĿťũŋƑāĿāłŶ�

Ģł̵ÖŶŶĢŶŽùā̵̵̓ðāĞÖƑĢŋữ̵ˑ̜

¦ĞÖłĴ̵ƘŋŽ̵̛ˏ̜

FĢƑā̵ŶĞÖłĴŭ̵Öłù̵ŭāāĴ̵óĞÖłėā̵̛ˏ̜

¦ĞÖłĴ̵ƘŋŽ̵̇ÖŭĴ�ĕŋũ̵ĕŋũėĢƑāłāŭŭ̵Öłù̵

ŭāāĴ̵óĞÖłėā̵̛ˏ̜

!ŋĿĕŋũŶĢłė̵ĕāāķĢłėư̵̆ː̵̵̜

�ŭĴ̵ĕŋũėĢƑāłāŭŭ̵Öłù̵ŭāāĴ̵óĞÖłėā̵̛ˑ̜

�āāĴĢłė̵óĞÖłėā̵̵̓ũāŭŋķŽŶĢŋł̵ŶŋėāŶĞāữ̵ˏ̜

�ŶŶāĿťŶĢłė�Ŷŋ̵ũāƪāóŶ̵ŶĞā̵bŋĿ̵ĕŋũĿÖŶ̵̛ˏ̜

(Choose not to answer) (8)

Rėłŋũā̵̛ː̜

�ŭĴāù�ĕŋũ̵ĕŋũėĢƑāłāŭư̵̆ː̜

'āĕāłŭĢƑā̵̛ˏ̜

'āĿÖłùĢłė�Öł̵ĢĿťũŋƑāĿāłŶ�

Ģł̵ÖŶŶĢŶŽùā̵̵̓ðāĞÖƑĢŋữ̵ˏ̜

¦ĞÖłĴ̵ƘŋŽ̵̛˔̜

FĢƑā̵ŶĞÖłĴŭ̵Öłù̵ŭāāĴ̵óĞÖłėā̵̛ˑ̜

¦ĞÖłĴ̵ƘŋŽ̵̇ÖŭĴ�ĕŋũ̵ĕŋũėĢƑāłāŭŭ̵Öłù̵

ŭāāĴ̵óĞÖłėā̵̛˕̜

!ŋĿĕŋũŶĢłė̵ĕāāķĢłėư̵̆ː̵̵̜

�ŭĴ̵ĕŋũėĢƑāłāŭŭ̵Öłù̵ŭāāĴ̵óĞÖłėā̵̛˓̜

�āāĴĢłė̵Ö̵ıŋĢłŶ̵óĞÖłėā̵̵̓ũāŭŋķŽŶĢŋł̵̛˒̜

�ŶŶāĿťŶĢłė�Ŷŋ̵ũāƪāóŶ̵ŶĞā̵bŋĿ̵ĕŋũĿÖŶ̵̛ˑ̜

Sustainable Development Goal 3 is aimed at ensuring healthy lives and promoting 
ƒāķķ̟ðāĢłė� ÖŶ� Öķķ� Öėāŭ̇� Öłù� ŋłā� ŋĕ� ĢŶŭ� ŶÖũėāŶŭ� ̛˒̍˓̜� ŭťāóĢƩóÖķķƘ� ĿāłŶĢŋłŭ� ĿāłŶÖķ�
health, targeting the reduction by one-third of the premature death rate from non-
communicable diseases through prevention and treatment, as well as the promotion 
of mental health and well-being. Strengthening family stability by improving the 
communicational and behavioral skills of family members could contribute to 
developing individual and relational capacities, which will have a positive impact on 
other areas of well-being and social life. Through family programs, such as education 
programs, community support groups, family therapy and counseling, families 
can be a key component in achieving individual health and wellbeing. Beyond that, 
UNICEF has reported the implications of family stability in child development, 
showing that targeting families may well promote Sustainable Development Goal 
˓̇�ŭťāóĢƩóÖķķƘ�ĢłùĢóÖŶŋũ�˓̍ˑ̍ˑ�Ģł�ĢłóũāÖŭĢłė�ŶĞā�ťũŋťŋũŶĢŋł�ŋĕ�óĞĢķùũāł�Žłùāũ�˔�ƘāÖũŭ�
of age who are developmentally on track in health, learning and psychosocial well-
being. Lastly, improving communications has been found to reduce the experience 
of aggression in various settings, therefore tackling indicator 16.2.11 by reducing the 
proportion of children aged 1-17 years who experienced any physical punishment 
Öłù̓ŋũ� ťŭƘóĞŋķŋėĢóÖķ� ÖėėũāŭŭĢŋł� ðƘ� óÖũāėĢƑāũŭ̍� ¦Ğā� ÖŽŶĞŋũ� ŭŶũŋłėķƘ� ðāķĢāƑāŭ� ŶĞÖŶ�
KomU can become part of the solution to support families and increase wellbeing in 
Asia and worldwide.
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             they want? )
� ̅� �ĕŶāũ̵ũāÖùĢłė�ŶĞā̵ĿāŭŭÖėā̵̇ƒĞÖŶ�ƒĢķķ�ƘŋŽũ�ũāťķƘ�ðā̎

https://komu.vercel.app
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